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Pemko Lite Kit

Architectural  
Door Accessories

Fire Rated Metal Vision Lites

These vision lites have been tested in accordance with UBC 7.2, UL 
10C (Positive Pressure), UP 10B (Negative Pressure) and are listed 
with Underwriters Labs (U.L.). Vision lites must have the same rating 
as the glass, glazing tape or compound, wood or metal door and 
other such hardware, and be part of an appropriately tested door 
assembly. Certain fire rated listings may require a specific type of 
brand of glass with a specific type or brand of glazing tape, to be 
used in a specific manufacturer’s door type in order to achieve a 
particular rating. See the listing mark stamped into the face of each 
vision lite, and the door manufacturer’s listing label on the wood or 
metal door.

1. Door cutout size must be " greater than the order size of the 
vision lite +/- 1/16". 

2. Per door manufacturer’s listing, the door cutout may require the 
use of reinforcement or clips. 

3. Apply glazing tape around entire lite or glass perimeter on both 
sides as shown on figures 103. Do not exceed specified glazing 
space.  
Note: tolerances of door, glass, and lite may impact glazing 
space. 

4. Insert blank side of lite in door. Lay in glass and inner frame 
and secure with screws provided. CAUTION: fasteners should 
be tightened evenly all around, but not over tightened. It is 
recommended to tighten fasteners in alternating sequence 
to ensure balance. Uneven tightening or over tightening can 
cause glass breakage. 

Note: Gray finish is a primed finish Use solvent oil based paint.

DOOR

FIGURE 1: LT-B1_ Series

LT-B1_ Kit is Patent Pending
Self-piercing screw engages in u-channel

with no pre-drilled holes required. 

Glazing compound applied
between frame and glass

FIGURE 2: LT-B2_ Series

 LT-B3_ Series

 LT-B4_ Series

Glazing compound applied
between frame and glass

FIGURE 3: LT-S_ Series

Glazing compound applied
between frame and glass
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FG3000S45BL 20, 30, 45 & 60 minute rated openings

FG3000S45W 20, 30, 45 & 60 minute rated openings

FG3000S90 90 minute rated openings

P268 1/8 x 7/16 Firm Closed Cell Glazing Tape non-rated openings

*RECOMMENDED GLAZING TAPE

*Glazing tape should not exceed 1/6" compressed thickness when using 1/4" glass in LT-B1_
kits. Failure to use the specified glazing tape on BOTH sides of glass as directed may result 
in glass breakage.


